ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

SUICIDE PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
- The Role of High School Teachers in Preventing Suicide
- How Schools Can Take Action
- Making Educators Partners in Youth Suicide Prevention
- Preventing Suicide: A Toolkit for High Schools
- SOS Signs of Suicide Middle School and High School Prevention Programs

NATIONAL ALLIANCE ON MENTAL ILLNESS
Helpline: 800-950-6264
- Finding Mental Health Care that Fits Your Cultural Background
- Speaking with Teens About Mental Health
- 10 Warning Signs
- Fact Sheet Library

CENTER FOR DISEASE CONTROL
- Suicide Risk and Protective Factors
- Youth Violence Prevention

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR SUICIDE PREVENTION

SOCIETY FOR THE PREVENTION OF TEEN SUICIDE

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SUICIDOLOGY

UTAH SUICIDE PREVENTION COALITION

UNIVERSITY NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE (UNI)
24/7 Crisis Line: 801-587-3000

HOPE4UTAH
Resources for Suicide Prevention, Intervention
- Hope Squads

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
- Suicide Among Teens and Young Adults
- Suicide In Utah Youth

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES-DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND MENTAL HEALTH
Suicide Prevention Reports

UTAH STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
Youth Suicide Prevention

UTAH SUICIDE HOTLINES

THE TREVOR PROJECT UTAH
LGBT Resources

UEN SUICIDE PREVENTION TRAINING

NUHOPE UTAH
Suicide Prevention Resources

UTAH PRIDE CENTER
Support Groups

QUIT TRIP’N
Resources for Teens